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QUESTION 1

Which three tasks are typically performed by an environment owner who uses IBM UrbanCode Deploy to establish a
deployment pipeline? (Select three.) 

A. Performs tests on applications in this environment 

B. Installs agents on the resources in environment 

C. Previews changes in environment 

D. Rolls back changes to environment 

E. Captures inventory compliance status 

Correct Answer: BCD 

C: You can preview an application snapshot before you deploy it to see the upcoming changes in resources and
properties. 

D: Rollback Component rolls back a component version to the version in a snapshot or to the version that was deployed
when the process began. In most cases, to switch to a different version of a component, you deploy the new version
over the existing version. If necessary, you can run the uninstallation process for the component first. 

References: http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SS4GSP_6.1.3/com.ibm.udeploy.doc/topics/ 

app_processsteps_rollback.html 

 

QUESTION 2

You are integrating IBM UrbanCode Deploy (UCD) with a database in order to perform database deployments. Which
statements is true about IBM UCD and the order of the SQL scripts to be executed? 

A. IBM UCD queries the target database to determine the order in which the scripts need to be executed. 

B. The order must be hardcoded into the deployment process. 

C. IBM UCD will only run scripts that have not been executed against a database. The order is irrelevant. 

D. IBM UCD uses a naming convention to determine the order to execute the scripts. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

What do you use to define a logical grouping of deployable that function as a single unit and contain definitions of
automations and target environments? 

A. Component template 

B. Resource 
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C. Application D. Resource template 

Correct Answer: B 

Component-type resources represent the components that are deployed to target environments. A 

resource is a logical deployment target that typically resolves to an agent and a user-defined construct that 

is based on the architectural model of IBM UrbanCode Deploy. 

If a resource is part of a hierarchy, it delegates its automation, if any, up the chain until it finds an agent. 

In IBM UrbanCode Deploy, deployable items are combined into logical groupings called components. 

Incorrect Answers: 

D: A resource template is a model for a group of resources. The template contains a hierarchy of resources, groups,
and agent prototypes that is a starting point for creating new resources. 

References: http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SS4GSP_6.2.0/com.ibm.udeploy.doc/topics/
resources_ch.html 

 

QUESTION 4

IBM\\'s DevOps strategy is based on which main entry point (also known as adoption paths)? 

A. Plan and Measure, Develop and Deploy, Test and Release, Monitor and Optimize 

B. Plan and Perfect, Design and Test, Release and Deployment, Monitor and Optimize 

C. Plan and Measure, Develop and Test, Release and Deployment, Monitor and Optimize 

D. Propose and Plan, Develop and Deploy, Release and Reveal, Monitor and Maintain 

Correct Answer: C 

IBM DevOps Adoption paths consists of: Plan and measure Develop and test Release and deploy Monitor and optimize 

References: http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/library/d-adoption-paths/ 

 

QUESTION 5

Which three statements are true about version statuses? (Select three.) 

A. Version statuses must be used in conjunction with tokens to mark which versions are ready for deployment. 

B. Version statuses must be used in conjunction with environment gates to govern which versions are allowed into
specific environments. 

C. Version statuses must be used in conjunction with locks to identify which environments are locked for marked
versions. 

D. Version statuses must be used in conjunction with component tags to tag which versions can be deployed. 
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Correct Answer: BCD 

BD: In IBM UrbanCode Deploy, Environment Gates and Version Statuses can help you define policies restricting which
versions of components and applications may be deployed into certain environments. For example, you would use
Gates and Statuses to enforce a rule that anything being deployed into Production has passed security reviews. Unlike
approvals which act on a specific request, Gates establish checks on the versions of components or applications being
deployed. 

C: Environments can be configured to specifically lock either snapshot versions or snapshot configuration, or both, when
snapshots are deployed to the environment. In addition, users can now manually lock snapshots so that they cannot be
changed in the future 

References: https://developer.ibm.com/urbancode/docs/introduction-environment-gates-urbancode-deploy/
https://developer.ibm.com/urbancode/products/urbancode-deploy/whats-new/6-1-0-1/ 
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